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Absolute & Relative Cell Referencing

We're going to get into a bit more technical part of the course now where we're talking

about cell referencing, where you copy cells, when you create formulas, being able to move

those around and anchoring your formulas to particular parts of your model.

Let's have a look at an example. Let's say you've got a number of units here and you've got

pricing at the top. I've formatted the pricing as an input variable so that could change. What

I'm not going to do is to start typing in equals 5 multiplied by 450. Although I'm getting the

correct result, it wouldn't be very good practice. It's always best practice to link as much as

you possibly can. What I'm going to do here is to link. You can either click with the mouse or

I've just pressed equals and I've used my left arrow. We try to use our keyboard shortcuts as

much as we can as it is always going to be quicker. So multiplied by and I'm going to go up

arrow there and so I'm linking through in my formula here. When I hit enter I can copy that

down so that I don't have go in and manually type in every single number.

There are several different ways of copying down formulas. I can use my Ctrl C, Ctrl V, you

can right hand click copy, right hand click paste but it's going to be much easier though if I

just go into my bottom right hand corner until the cross hairs appear and double click.

If I want to have a look at my formulas, I can go in and double click and I can see that I'm not

picking up the right formula. Now that little double click thing is actually very useful. There is

a keyboard shortcut for that if you're using windows it's F2. If you’re using a MAC the

shortcut for that is Ctrl U. Going in to edit your cell is going to really help you. If something is

not looking quite right in your formula just hit F2 or your Ctrl U and that will show you what

your formulas look like and where you've gone wrong. You can see here that I should have

anchored my cell to B2 at the top so let’s go back and fix that.
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I'm going to go back in here and hit 5 multiplied by up and that B2 needs to be anchored so

when I copy it down it's always going to be anchored to B2. I can go in and manually put in

some dollar signs. Dollar signs is your anchoring, that's going to fix my reference. I can

manually do it but it's going to be much quicker if I just my F4 shortcut. F4 is going to throw

in two lots of dollar signs. If you're using a MAC, your shortcut for F4 or to anchor your cell is

Command T so I can then go in and enter and when I copy it down you can see there, if I hit

my F2 again I can see there that I'm picking up the correct cells. Being able to anchor your

cells using absolute referencing. Relative cell referencing is what I have here as my A7,

absolute referencing is what I've anchored with my B2.

Knowing the difference between an absolute reference and a relative reference is an

important point for financial modelling for accuracy and it's also going to save you a huge

amount of time as you build your model.


